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ABSTRACT
VARIABLE SELECTION IN SINGLE IDNEX VARYING COEFFICIENT MDOELS
WITH LASSO
September 2015
PENG WANG, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF CHINA
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Anna Liu
Single index varying coefficient model is a very attractive statistical model due to
its ability to reduce dimensions and easy-of-interpretation. There are many theoretical
studies and practical applications with it, but typically without features of variable selec-
tion, and no public software is available for solving it. Here we propose a new algorithm
to fit the single index varying coefficient model, and to carry variable selection in the
index part with LASSO. The core idea is a two-step scheme which alternates between
estimating coefficient functions and selecting-and-estimating the single index. Both in
simulation and in application to a Geoscience dataset, we showed that it works very well.
We also presented our R package sivcm with the algorithm implemented and with ideas
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C H A P T E R 1
BACKGROUND
As two different members in the non-parametric regression family, single index models
(SIM) [20] and varying coefficient models (VCM) [15] have long been popular statistical
models in both methodological studies and practical applications. Their success has been
proved in various fields, such as economics, finance, politics and ecology [8, 17]. The
structures of the two are illustrated as




gp(x) · zp + ε (1.0.2)
where g and gp’s are continuous functions approximated by smooth functions, x,X and
zp’s are independent variables. The relationships between the response and different
independent variables are defined by their respective model structure.
Although both models can be deemed as extensions of linear regression and non-
parametric smoothing, they encompass distinct strength and weakness. SIM projects all
independent variables onto a one-dimensional space, the single index Xβ, and model the
response with respect to the index with a single smooth function g. It can efficiently
deal with high dimensional problems but over-simplifies the relationships and lacks good
interpretability. On the other side, VCM extends the coefficients of linear regression into
a series of smooth functions gp(·). It has a more appealing model structure and can be
easily interpreted in the same way as linear regressions with respect to zp. However, it
cannot deal very well with high dimensional problems.
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As a hybrid model of the above two, the single-index varying-coefficient model (SIVCM)





gp(Xβ) · zp + ε = GT (Xβ)Z + ε (1.0.3)
where y is the response, X = (x1, · · · , xK) is a vector of independent variables in the
single index, Z = (z0, z1, · · · , zP ) is a vector of the independent variables in the linear
regression with z0 = 1, and G = (g0, g1, · · · , gP ) is the vector of varying functional
coefficients. In Gaussian case ε ∼ N(0, σ2ε ). Usually X and Z represent different set of
independent variables arising from practical considerations, but they can have overlaps
or even be the same set. Throughout this paper, they are treated as independent sets.
SIVCM was first brought up by Xia and Li (1999)[32], where they considered a general
parametric form of the single index f(θ,X), and proposed to estimate the index by
the least squares and the coefficient functions by kernel smoothing. Fan and others in
2003 [6] focused on a more practical version with a linear single index which is defined
in (1.0.3). Their algorithm alternates between estimating coefficient functions by local
linear smoothing and the single index by one-step Newton-Raphson estimation, and is
much less computationally intensive compared to its predecessors. There are a few other
theoretical studies and practical applications related [10, 33, 34, 31], and currently no
public software is available for fitting SIVCM and do variable selections in such models.
For all the three models mentioned above, two core techniques are involved—non-
parametric regression for enhancing model flexibility, and model selection for reducing
dimension and preventing overfitting. In the following two sections, overviews of these
two techniques are given respectively, in order to give a holistic picture of where these
models are originated, and how they are solved using these techniques.
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1.1 Non-parametric regression and splines
1.1.1 Smoothing methods
Non-parametric regression models, or smoothing models, have been appealing alterna-
tives to traditional multivariate regression models, since they relax the rigid assumptions
of usual parametric models, and fit better in many situations given the complexity of real-
life data [14, 24]. They are particularly useful in cases where the parameter estimates are
not relevant, but the general trend is of the primary interest.
In the most general form, a smoother can be defined as
s(x)
a flexible function with respect to x that can be determined from the data. It can be
used in the following modeling process
y = s(x) + ε
as an approximation of the mean function E(y|x) = f(x), with f being arbitrary rather
than linear with respect to x.
There are many different ways to calculate a smoother from data. A basic procedure
called running mean or moving average is defined by
f̂(xi) = avej∈N iyj
with N i as the neighborhood of xi defined by some other procedures. This “aver-
age/mean” can be changed to “median” to gain more robustness towards outliers.
Many other smoothing procedures are also based on the same idea of calculation in
the “neighborhood”, or being “local”. One is the kernel method or kernel regression
[30]. It is essentially a locally weighted average, with the option of specifying different
“kernel” functions for calculating the weights based on the distance of the “neighbors”
to the center data point.
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Another local method is the LOWESS (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) or
LOESS (LOcal regrESSion), with the later being a more generalized form of the former
[3]. Instead of calculating the simple means, they fit weighted linear models such as
low-order polynomials in the local spans of the data. If the regression is of order one,
LOESS turns into weighted moving average.
Spline models, as another member in the non-parametric regression family, arguably
get the most attention in both research and application. In terms of practical smoothing
effects, all methods can provide relatively satisfying result after some tuning of the fitting.
Spline models stand out due to their attractive characteristics in many aspects, which is
discussed in the following sections.
1.1.2 Splines and spline models
The name “spline” was first used in mathematics to represent piecewise polynomials
that are concatenated together and have desired level of smoothness. Splines have many
applications in numerical interpolation and functional approximation in mathematics.
The researches and the techniques developed around them had laid the foundation of
their prosperous in Statistics [29, 12].
In general, given an interval [a, b] and a set of interior knots {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, −∞ <
a < x1 < x2 < · · · < xn < b < ∞, a univariate spline function s(.) of degree k is
a function with k − 1 continuous derivatives, and is defined piecewisely by polynomial
functions of degree k. This means that in each interval [a, x1], or [xi, xi+1] or [xn, b],
s ∈ πk
where πk is the class of polynomial with degree upto k.
Originally such splines are used to interpolate arbitrary functions through the des-
ignated knots [2, Chapter 3]. Here we are more interested in approximating the mean
function E(y|x) of a stochastic process. Instead of specifying the n exact polynomial
functions in each interval, which would be quite onerous especially when n is large, we
4






with polynomial functions Hm as the “spline basis” and βm as the coefficients. H
t is
the transpose of the basis vector and β is the coefficient vector [16, Chapter 5]. If the
maximum degree of Hm is 3, it is called cubic splines.
The reason that the above expression is valid is due to the fact that the splines defined
above form a linear functional space, and this space is the subspace of Ck[a, b] which is
the space of continuous real functions defined on [a, b] with up to k derivatives [29]. All
the spline functions of the same degree belong to the same space. The basis functions
Hm’s are defined on different intervals, so they may look very different from each other,
and they are different from the peicewise smooth polynomials in splines s(x). But smart
designs of these basis using the techniques developed in numerical interpolation can ensure
the over all connectivity and the smoothness of s(x) after the multiplication of βm and
the final summation.
This expression by basis expansion gives splines a great advantage over other non-
parametric regression models—they can be viewed and treated in the framework of tradi-
tional linear parametric models, just with more “parameters”, and they can also be easily
mingled with traditional parametric models to create more complex and arguably more
powerful ones. The outcome models are sometimes called “semiparametric” regression
models. Such properties laid the basis of the whole book Semiparametric Regression by
Ruppert, D. in 2003 [24].
Of the splines of different degrees, cubic splines (degree = 3) are usually the main
focus in Statistics, because they are relatively easy to implement, very well-behaved, and
are visually among the “smoothest” functions in humans eyes. They are continuous in
the 2nd order of derivatives, and it is said that functions with order 2 derivatives are the
smoothest in human eyes.
Given interior knots {t1, · · · , tI}, the simplest implementation of cubic splines is the
5
truncated power splines of degree 3 defined by







0 , if x <= ti
x− ti, if x > ti
Note that (
1, x, · · · , x3, (x− t1)3+, · · · , (x− tI)3+
)
are the basis used to represent the space of cubic splines. It can be checked that the
overall spline function s(x) defined above is always continuous at every interior knot, and
its 1st and 2nd derivatives are continuous at these knots. It also can be proved that all
the piecewise polynomials of degree 3 can be expressed this way.
The problem is that these basis {1, x, x2, x3, · · · , (x − tI)3+} are far away from or-
thogonal. This may cause numerical problems in solving normal equations of the linear
system. Although strictly orthogonal spline basis is not available in this case, better ones
can be constructed, and the most popular one is the cubic B-spline (basis spline) basis.
B-spline basis functions are generalization of the Bezier curve [4]. Given the degree
of the B-spline basis m, the non-decreasing interior knots {t1, · · · , tI} and the boundary
knots [t0, tI+1], the augmented knot set of size I + 2m is defined as
t−(m−1) = · · · = t0 <= t1 <= · · · <= tI+1 = · · · tI+m
The boundary knots are basically repeated m−1 times. If we reset the index of the knots




1 if ti <= x < ti+1
0 Otherwise










ti+m−ti if ti+m 6= ti
0 Otherwise
when m = 3, it is the cubic B-spline basis, and we will refer to B-spline basis always as
the cubic B-spline basis in the followed chapters.
It can be shown that B-spline basis in adjacent knots have “overlaps” in their support
and thus are not orthogonal, but basis over some distance are, thus the numerical stability
is enhanced compared to the case with truncated power basis. In modern implementation
of spline models, however, which basis is used is becoming less of a concern due to the
advanced algorithms used in the computation and the updated physical capability of the
hardware. In popular algorithms, basis change will always be adopted to achieve the best
numerical stability and accuracy regardless of the initial basis [26].
To ensure boundary regularity of the cubic splines, extra conditions
s′′(a) = s′′′(a) = s′′(b) = s′′′(b) = 0
can be imposed to ensure that the splines will be extended linearly outside of the two
boundary knots, which is arguably a more desirable property in both mathematical in-
terpolation and Statistics. This condition restrict the original space of cubic splines to
one of its subspace which is usually called the space of natural cubic splines. Different
sets of basis that are used to represent this space are called the natural spline basis.
It can be proved that for all functions f in the Sobolev space with m− 1 continuous
derivatives that interpolate points f(xi) = fi, i = 1, 2, · · · I, the natural cubic spline with






[29, page vii]. This optimality doesn’t stern from Statistics directly, but does give us
more trust in applying natural splines in Statistics.
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The exact expressions of polynomial basis, whether it’s about B-splines or natural
splines, are very complex given the knots, and can vary by different construction methods.
Treating them as if they are the equivalences of the truncated power conceptually–because
essentially they are– while ignoring their “physical” difference, is a good way to handle
them in practice. Because in practice, the actual forms of the polynomial functions
are never needed, but only the values calculated from them. Given a new value xn
and the designated knots, existing software can instantly compute the vector of values
representing this new value under the basis, that is
(
H1(xn), H2(xn), · · · , Hm(xn)
)t
without revealing any of the undergoing basis function. And that’s enough for solving
the linear system. Given a vector of x = (x1, · · · , xn)’s, we can also instantly obtain the
entire X matrix from existing routines
X =

H1(x1) H2(x1) · · · Hm(x1)
H1(x2) H2(x2) · · · Hm(x2)
...
... · · ·
...
H1(xn) H2(xn) · · · Hm(xn)

without knowing the actual basis. If there is also a vector of response y, solving the β
vector in 1.1.1 by solving
y = Xβ
with X obtained above is fairly straight forward.
Thus in the end, we are backing to the domain of usual parametric linear regressions.
The unique complications in splines that are related to choosing the knots and controlling
the smoothness, which is not presented in the usual linear regression case, will be discussed
in the model selection sections.
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1.1.3 Extend spline models in the multivariate conditions
With the nice linear parametric structure just discussed, spline models can be easily
extended in several directions, and this leaded to the development of a series of other
important statistical models.
In a natural way, one dimensional splines can be generalized into two or more dimen-
sions, and many of the characteristics (not all) can carry over. They are called “thin plate
splines” [12, 13]. The two dimensional thin plate surface s(x1, x2) is the most popular,
and is one of the topic picks for bivariate smoothing. One appealing property about such
surfaces is that they can model complex interaction among different predictors.
Higher order “hyper” surface smoothers like s(x1, · · · , xp), whether it’s by the thin
plate spline or other local methods, however, are usually less favorable due to the “curse
of dimensionality”. As dimension grows, the data available in the neighborhood get more
and more sparse quickly, and eventually to a point where applying these methods is
problematic. Usually computational efficiency will also be another concern, which make
them practically unfeasible.
In deal with real-life problems, we do need to deal with high dimensional data. One
way to aid this situation is to pursue a “projection-pursuit” approach, or the “single-
index” models. The idea is to summarize all the x’s in to a single index, or project the





With the single index Xβ, we are backing to the univariate spline case [20].
Single-index models basically assume that the majority of data are noisy but one
linear feature matters most in terms of explaining the response. As restrictive as it
may sound, in some reallife situations this model has been shown to be able to produce
satisfying result.
An arguably better way is to adopt an “additive” approach [14]. Since univariate
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spline models are just linear models in general, they can be easily extended by adding
extra parametric terms and/or other spline functions, and the final model will still be
linear and can be solved in a uniform machinery.
A Gaussian additive model can be described as
y = β0 + f1(x1) + · · · fp(xp) + ε
with f ’s being univariate linear or spline functions. The important assumption here is
that the effects coming from different components can be treated as separate or additive.
For some specific interactions, thin plates spline components such as fi,j(xi, xj) can also
be added. Such additive models can also be extended to “generalized additive model” in
the same way as linear models is to “generalized linear models”.
In terms of interpretation of the fitted result, additive models do a fair job. The
effects and the functional shape of each component can be plotted. Still, it’s much more
complex than usual linear regression models.
The varying coefficient models are developed to accommodate both the easy of in-
terpretation of linear models and the flexibility of spline [15]. Such models are linear in
terms of the predictors, but with coefficients as smooth functions of other variables. In
the Gaussian case, they can be expressed as
y = s0(z0) + s1(z1)x1 + · · ·+ sp(zp)xp + ε
where {x1, · · · , xp} is the set of usual linear predictors, {s0, s1, · · · , sp} is the set of smooth
functions as coefficients, and {z0, z1, · · · , zp} is the set of “effects modifiers” that may or
may not have overlap with the predictor set. ε is normal for the Gaussian case. This
model can, again, be extended to the generalized case. If xj is not identical to zj , sj(zj)xj
models the interaction between the two.
Many models can be viewed as a special case of the varying coefficient models. If
sj(zj) = βj is a constant, it is the linear model; if sj(zj) = βjzj , it is an interaction term
of the form βjzjxj ; if xj = 1, it is an additive model; if all zj ’s and all xj ’s are the same
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variable such as time t, and xj,t is the observed value at time t for the jth predictor
yt = s0(t) + s1(t)x1,t + · · · sp(t)xp,t + εt
this is so called “dynamic linear model”.
Our work in this paper is to further extend the varying coefficient model by combing
it with the single index model, which is discussed in details in section “Motivation”.
1.2 Model selection and dimension reduction
Given the problem and the data, fitting a statistical model is relative easy, to a
point that it’s sometimes only a few clicks or commands away before the final result can
be produced, especially for popular models where software is available. Which model
should we pick, however, is a very complex problem, depending on the problem that is
addressed, the features a model can provide, the characteristics the data possess, and
most importantly, the objectives we are pursuing in constructing a model.
Since usually smaller/simpler statistical models are more robust to be generalized and
explained, model selection often corresponds to dimension reduction or variable selection
given all possible predictors. T his is especially true in the linear regression case. Given
the amount of the data and the possible predictors we may have nowadays, the ability
to sift from the vast amount of data to build a parsimonious model is becoming more
and more important. In general, however, model selection is a much bigger concept than
dimension reduction which is in turn more general than variable selection, as we will
discuss later.
1.2.1 Variable selection in linear regression by regularization
For two nested linear regression models, the usual F-test approach can be used to
decide if the smaller model is suffice [23]. Two linear models are nested if one model, the
reduced model, can be obtained by setting one or more parameters of the the other one,
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the full model, into zero. Suppose {βk, · · · , βp} is the set of parameters to be tested, the
hypothesis test can be written as
H0 : βk = · · · = βp = 0 V.S. Ha : at least one of them not equal to 0
The test statistic is
F =
(RSSr −RSSf )/(dfr − dff )
RSSf/dff
∼ Fdfr−dff ,dff
with RSSf as the residual sum of squares of the full model, and dfr as the degree of
freedom of the reduced model. Given the i.i.d normal assumptions in the residuals, F has
a F distribution, and the null hypothesis will be rejected if F > qF(0.95, dfr − dff , dff ).
When there is a large number of predictors, forward selection is developed to produce
nested models and carry testings sequentially in an automatic manner. It starts with only
an intercept in the model, and in each step, selects a predictor based on its correlation
with the residual, and tests if it is worth to be retained in the model, until no more
predictors can be retained. In a similar manner, backward elimination can also be used
by starting with all the predictors included in the model and eliminate candidates one
by one.
In idea situations where all the predictors are orthogonal, these procedures can pro-
duce satisfying result despite of the caveat in the multiple testing. In practice the or-
thogonal condition is rarely met, and they are usually too aggressive in picking a specific
“path” in choosing predictors and making a haste decision. The final model is usually
sub-optimal and better ones may be excluded from exploration.
Modification can be made, so that at each step, these procedures will try to add a
new variable and try to eliminate an existing one at the same time. They are called
forward or backward stepwise selection procedures. Or, to make vector β̂ proceed in
certain direction with a small amount at each step, and this is called forward stagewise
regression. The new procedures proceed in a much slower and more cautious way, thus
explore the space of all possible models better, and usually produce better result than
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their predecessors. The “stepwise” idea eventual leads to the development of the least
angle regression (LARS) which is more theoretically justified [5], and in the end provides
an efficient algorithm for computing LASSO estimates.
The LASSO regression, in short for “least absolute shrinkage and selection operator”,
originated from a different perspective in terms of variable selection [28]. Instead of
solving the parameters by minimizing the least squares as in linear regression, it puts an
extra constraint on on the least square




or, equivalently, minimizing the following objective funcion




with Xβ as the linear predictor, β = (β1, · · · , βP ) the vector of parameters, and t and λ
as some arbitrary constants.
Minimizing this new objective function tends to produce some coefficients that are
exactly 0, which is exactly the “variable selection” effect that we want. Previously,
variable selection (done by manual selection or like-manual procedures) and parameter
estimations (done by mathematical optimization) are two very different processes. Now
it seems that the two objectives are achieved by a single optimization process in LASSO.
Thanks to the special property brought by the penalty λ
∑P
p=1 |βp|.
This idea of penalizing the size of the parameters can be generalized into almost
any other parameter estimation problems, such as generalized linear models or tree-
based methods, because in essential parameter estimation is a mathematical optimization




p=1 |βp| penalty can be viewed as a member of the λ
∑P
p=1 |βp|q family
or the Lq penalty family, with q = 0 correspondence to the best-subset selection and
q = 2 the ridge regression. See Table 1 for details.
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The idea of regularization has further spurred many other methods. One is elastic net,
“a stretchable fishing net that retains all the big fish” [18]. Its penalty is a combination
of the LASSO and the Ridge penalty. It’s claimed to be able to retrain groups of variable
that are highly correlated to each other, which is desirable under some practical settings
such as in gene screening, and can deal with the p > n case better than the LASSO.
Another method is called SCAD, in short of smoothly clipped absolute deviation [9].
The initiative of SCAD is to devise a smarter penalty for the original loss function, so
that the outcome parameter estimates are sparse, less biased if there is a underlying
truth, and they change continuously if the data vary a little bit. It is well known that
Ridge regression can’t produce parameter estimates exactly equal to 0 (sparsity), and
parameter estimates from all previous regularization methods (including LASSO) are
biased, and best subset methods can produce dramatically different selections when the
data change a little, and thus the parameter estimates are not “continuous” . Further
more, there are still debates on how the variances of parameter estimates can be generated
in regularization methods like LASSO, and bootstrapping is usually suggested.
The solution is the SCAD penalty listed in Table 1, which is claimed to be able to deal
with all the above issues. The estimator coming out of it has the “oracle property”, which
means that when the sample size is large, this procedure is as good as if the true model
is known and usual regression is carried; the parameter estimates with their confidence
intervals are as good as those coming from ordinary linear regression with the true model
is known.
There are some other similar procedures such as group LASSO and adaptive LASSO.
When in the p > n ultra high dimensional case, screening procedures can also be carried
to select potential candidate. A thorough review can be found in this Fan’s paper [7].
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p=1 |βp|2 <= t λ1
∑P







|I(βp <= λ) + (aλ−βq)+(a−1)λ I(βq > λ
}
1.2.2 Model selection in general
Here we would like to treat model selection and parameter estimation as two very
different processes, and to recognize all regularization methods discussed in the previous
section as pure parameter estimation methods, despite the fact that some of them are
claimed to be able to accomplish both at the same time due to their “sparsity” in pa-
rameter estimation, and despite the fact that they are usually called model selection or
variable selection methods.
The reason is that, none of the procedures described above are actually suffice to select
the final model in practice, although asymptotically when n → ∞ they might be. They
all have an extra set of tuning variable(such as (λ1, λ2)), and different tuning variables
produce different parameter estimates for the models. Cross validation, however, is the
method that all procedure rely on to select the right tuning variable, the appropriate
subset of variables, and thus the appropriate final model.
Compare to Least square. Least square method is a parameter estimation method
and not a model selection method. It corresponds to minimizing the least square loss
function. So does maximum likelihood method with its own loss function. All regulariza-
tion methods just modify the original loss function by adding an extra penalty, and thus
they are all essentially the same in terms of what they do. They are all mathematical
optimization problems that can be solved by Newton’s methods or convex optimization
methods or some other general optimization schemes. These are often left out of the
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statistical discussion. Hence there is little reason that we should treat them as model
selection method, just because sometimes they can produce parameter estimates equal
to 0.
For regularization methods, usually a grid of values of those tuning variables (such
as (λ1, λ2)) are selected beforehand, then a sequence of estimates can be produced by
pure loss function optimization under each set of tuning variables. What special about
these methods is that by enumerating a continuous spectrum of tuning variables this
way, they can produce a sequence of parameter estimates, or models, continuously and
systematically. Then these models can further be screened by cross validation or other
true model selection methods. Usual least square fit can only produce one set of parameter
estimates, and even if we combine it with forward selection and best subset method, the
selection process are not “continuous” as discussed—they either have non-0 estimate of
a parameter if it is selected, or 0 if not. Thus regularization methods do have advantages
in this sense.
To define “model selection” methods, we first define a statistical model as any “struc-
ture” that can produce an estimation or a series of estimations. This estimation could be
an estimation of any statistical property, such a point estimation of Y (sometimes called
prediction), or E(Y |X), or some parameter β (sometimes called estimation), or the vari-
ance of Y or E(Y |X) or β, or a density estimation of f(y) or f(β), or a combination of
some or all.
Under this definition, any two structures that produce difference estimations will be
treated as two different statistical models. For example there are models that can produce
exactly the same point estimate, but with different variance estimates. Thus they are
deemed as different models by this definition.
The model with some set of parameters exactly equal to 0 would not be treated as
some special case now, although traditionally they are the core of “selection” because
being 0 mean not being selected. Now β = 1 or β = 0.5 or β = 0 are equally-different
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models, because each produce different estimations.
This definition release us from discussing model selection within certain specific cat-
egory of models such as linear models, and enables us to compare any models in general.
Some models don’t even have to have statistical structures, as long as they can produce
a value or a series of values that can fit into our goals of estimation, such as some ma-
chine learning method that is solely for the prediction/classification purpose without any
statistical assumptions. Even crude human judgment can be treated as such a structure
of “model”. The question is, how good this “model” will be?
Model selection deals exactly with this problem: given a vast array of potential valid
models, which one should we choose?
The objectives behind choosing a model, however, might be very different or even
vague, and different objectives might lead to different choices. If we are to infer some
relationships or scientific truth given the data, selecting the model that produces the best
point estimates may not suit our purpose well. Easy-of-interpretation may carry a lot of
weight in the decision process, thus linear regression might be very favorable. Given the
special structure of the data, sometimes linear mixture models, or survival models, or
time series models are more appropriate. If we are only exploring the trends in the data,
smoothing model are usually good enough. Sometimes we pick a model simply because it
sounds right, or looks well given the data, or just gives us the result we want. There are
some other practical considerations too, such as computation efficiency or the availability
of software.
We would like to roughly categorize the objectives of all statistical problems into two
kinds
1. Inferential statistics: to discover the “right” relationship, which usually involves es-
timating some parameters along with confidence intervals, and a hypothesis testing
in the end.
2. Predictive statistics: the goodness in predicting future outcomes, whether the out-
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come is continuous or categorical.
There are some other statistical problems which may or may not fall exactly into the
above framework, depending on how we view the problems, such as combinatorics in
calculating probabilities of some events, or sampling-and-survey strategies to estimate
some population statistics. We will not focus on the stringency of the above definitions,
as long as it does cover majority of the problems that we are dealing with.
The key difference between these two objectives is that: the first objective can rarely
or never be validated because the “truth” is usually not known, but the second can
because outcomes are observable. This difference, in my view, lies very much the reason
why and how we do model construction and selection differently under different occasions.
Real world problems are usually very much like black boxes, except for some problems
in the scientific or engineering filed, where exact mechanisms are known, and exact formu-
las or models can be constructed to solve the known problem. Little inference is involved
here, and statistics is just a simple mathematical tool towards the optimal solution. In
all other case, all we can depend is the data that are coming out of the box. We study the
problem, examine the data, and use our reasoning and observation to construct the most
appropriate model, in order to explain what is happening or to answer our question. If
we can “interfere” with the black box somehow, which usually means doing experiment,
the data might be more informative. However, no matter what we do, no matter how
good the final model matches the data and the reasoning, and no matter how useful the
final model is, there could still be a considerable gap between the model and scientific
truth. That truth usually needs serious studies in other scientific fields beyond data and
statistics.
Thus in general, constructing and selecting models to fulfill the first objective is
about intensive work, hard reasoning, a bit luck, and to some extent is more of an art
than science. Even if some objective and useful criteria are involved, such as AIC or
BIC, it is hard to say they can discover “the right mechanism/relationship” behind. Not
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to mention that these values are usually calculated based on some “pre-defined” model
categories, such as linear model. In this sense, as that is well said, “all models are wrong,
but some are useful”.
By simply observing the two objectives, one question might be, shouldn’t the two
objective be equivalent? Shouldn’t the model that best describes the relationships among
all variables produce the best predictions? Intuitively they may, practically we rarely
bother, but theoretically and surprisingly they aren’t. There is the AIC–BIC dilemma
claiming that, suppose there is a underlying true linear model, the model selection criteria
that consistently (with probability one asymptotically) discover the true model, which
is called consistency in model identification, can’t produce the best prediction result
asymptotically, which is called efficiency in prediction [35]. And the opposite is also true,
which means that a model selection method can’t be both consistent and efficient at the
same time. Thus the two objectives are different.
Given all the above discussion, here we formally list the most popular model selection
methods/criteria in statistics:
Tests (T , F or χ2 test), AIC, BIC and cross validation
Tests are the old-fashioned way of model selection, and works best when there is
only 2 to 5 variables or models. AIC and BIC are usually called information criteria
[1, 25]. Besides nested-models, they can also be used to select non-nested models or
models across different categories, such as linear model and linear mixture model. They
can be produced as a side product of parameter estimation, thus are computationally very
efficient. Both tests and information criteria need statistical model assumptions. Their
definition and the underlying initiative in developing them are summarized in Table 2.
It’s interesting to see that these information criteria bare such a stark resemblance
to the objective function of the regularization methods. They all consists of a likelihood
and a penalty of the size of the parameters. In model selections without the regulariza-
tion/penalty by such criteria, we are essentially optimizing the model parameters twice:
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Table 2. Common information criteria for model selection
Method Formula Initiative
AIC −2× loglik + 2d Minimizing Kullback-Leibler distance
AICC AIC +
2(d+1)(d+2)
N−d−2 Correcting the bias in AIC
BIC −2× loglik + (logN)d Bayesian model selection
once in solving the un-penalized maximum likelihood, and once in model selection by
these information criteria. Can the two processes be combined into one? This would be
an interesting subject to further study.
Cross validation is the most general method in model selection, and it explicitly deals
with the second objective, that is prediction accuracy, or any expected loss, or the risk.








with ĝ being the prediction function, N the size of the data, L the arbitrary loss function,
k(.) the subsetting function—for 10-fold cross validation, ĝ−k(i)(xi) means the prediction
of yi given i is not in the training but the testing subset. L could be the least square loss
or least absolute distance loss for regression, or 0/1 loss in classification.
It’s generally believed that 5-10 fold subsetting strategy is a reasonable in order to
produce satisfying result. And it is computationally very expensive compared to other
selection criteria.
There are a few other model selection methods or modifications of the exisiting ones,
such as the Mallows’ Cp [22], the bias-corrected AIC called AICc [19, 11], or the general
cross validation (GCV) [29]. GCV is not really a generalization of CV, but is developed
as an approximation and simplification of CV, and ends more closely related to and
resemble Cp. Among all the aforementioned methods, BIC is the only consistent model
selection criterion and usually selects a smaller model, while others are efficient in terms
of producing good predictions. Given the assumptions a specific statistical model, the
formulas of these may vary due to simplification or re-expression, and sometimes cause
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confusion in reading literatures.
In summary, the regularization procedures like LASSO turn out to be just producing
a good/special “pool” of candidate models on which these selection procedures operate.
Given the complexity of the model space, the quality of this “pool” is as critical as
the selection methods or even more so. “Sparsity”, or estimating some parameters to be
exactly 0, is still a very attractive feature in practice and that’s why LASSO-like methods
are very popular. In general, however, I believe any other methods that can explore the
space of possible models in a good way, can be coupled with any of the above selection
methods to produce a good “model selection” procedure.
1.2.3 Model selection in Spline models
If we restrict ourselves on only using cubic splines (with fixed degree of 3), the effort
of model selection mainly lies either in selecting the number and the position of knots,
or in selecting the right amount of penalty given the penalty function used. In the later
case it is usually called “penalized-splines” [24, Chapter 5].
If all the knots are giving, the whole set of basis will be fixed and the spline model can
be turned into a usual linear regression model, as discussed. Thus a straightforward way is
to select different sets of knots, fit linear regression with the basis as predictors, and select
the final linear regression model by any of the model selection criterion aforementioned.
The problem is that there are too many different choices and combinations of the knots,
thus the model space is so large that it’s computationally unfeasible. There are algorithms
to explore a subset of these knot sets, or a subset of the whole model space, systematically.
Nonetheless, these methods are not popular.
The other way is to select a reasonable large number of knots, such as 20 - 40 usually,
position them on the quantiles of the data, and solve the resulting regression problem
with any penalties that are listed in Table 1 [24, Chapter 3]. Model selection, again, is
turned into selecting different scales of penalties, the λ, by cross validation or general
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due to its easiness in implementation. D is some diagnal matrix. Then the spline model
is essentially a ridge regression.
The knots can be positioned at equal distances within the data range, but this may
cause over-fitting at the data-sparse area and under-fitting at the data-dense area, if
the distribution of the data on the space are not homogeneous. Thus, usually quantiles
consisting real data points are picked as knots. For the total number of knots, it has been
shown that it is not as important if the penalty is used. Different combinations of the
total numbers of the knots and the penalties can produce essentially the same smooth
function, as long as the total number is not too small.








Since f(x) = βtH(x) with H(x) = {H1(x), · · · , Hm(x)} the set of polynomial basis func-
tions, this penalty can be greatly simplified due to the nice properties of the polynomials,










And the parameter estimates β̂ of both can be solved by the same machinery give λ.
Model selection with respect to λ, again, is carried by general model selection methods
mentioned before.
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C H A P T E R 2
MOTIVATION
Given what is done for SIVCM, in this paper we try to further enhance this model by
using penalized spline functions in estimating the coefficient functions, and using LASSO
in selecting and estimating the single index. Both of which are more attractive in terms of
statistical properties and practical handiness compared to the existing methods. Positive
constrains can also be imposed for some or all of the coefficient functions. Further more,
we try to deal with response values not only in Gaussian case, but also in binary case.
In the end, the algorithm is built into an R package for public usage.
This work is motivated by two real-life problems, one with Gaussian response variable
and the other with binary response.
In Geoscience, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in water is a significant active reservoir
of organic carbon on earth, and an important part of the global carbon cycle. while DOC
in ocean is well understood, its behavior in estuary water is not. In particular, how the
land covers that constitute the watersheds contribute to their output of the DOC to lakes
and streams is helpful to understand human interaction with environment. Four years
of monthly DOC are collected at the outlets of different watersheds. The watersheds
landcover ratios such as forest and urban proportions, and other geographic information
are collected. We use the SIVCM to model the DOC at the outlets of the watersheds as
a linear combination of the DOC from different land cover types, which could vary with
season, water flow and other geographic variables of the watersheds. The model allows
us to estimate DOC contribution of each land cover type and predict DOC output of
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watersheds with various landscapes.
In the TV rating industry, the nationally available channel-switching activity from
the set-top-box (STB) is expected to greatly enhance the traditional TV rating estimated
from small panels. Detailed minute-by-minute TV-viewing data from 20,000 households
in 4 month are collected, as well as many auxiliary variable, such as network, programs
watched or the demographics of the households. The channel switching information is
also embedded in the data. A non-linear model based on two Weibull functions has
already built to recover the true minute-by-minute TV-rating only through the STB
channel switching information, but it only uses two variables, that is the length of the
STB session and the time elapsed during each session. With SIVCM, we aim to screen
other important variables (mostly categorical) to segment the data, so that within each
segment, separate non-linear models can be applied and the final rating can be confidently
aggregated.
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C H A P T E R 3
THE SINGLE INDEX VARYING COEFFICIENT MODEL AND
THE ALGORITHM
3.1 Linearization and a two-step estimation procedure
To fit the model described in (1.0.3) and at the same time select the right subset of
xk’s with non-0 β̂k in the single index X, we first approximate unknown functions gq’s
with natural cubic spline functions
Ĝ = (ĝ0, ĝ1, · · · , ĝP )
= (B0γ0, B1γ1, · · · , BPγP )
where Bp is a vector of the spline basis functions, γp is the vector of the corresponding
coefficients, and Bpγp the approximation for gp. Given the single index and a generous
number of interior knots, all the basis functions Bp’s will be fixed. β and γp’s are the two
sets of parameters in the model that need to be estimated.



















where the middle term is for penalizing the smoothness of the spline functions to avoid
overfitting, and the last term the LASSO penalty for variable selection among β′s. The
respective λk’s and λβ control the degree of penalty and will be determined by cross
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validation in each step. Due to identifiability related to the size and direction of β and
gp’s, β is restrecited to ||β|| = 1 with its first element strictly positive.
The algorithm to minimize (3.1.1) is proposed as followed. It iterates between esti-
mating γp’s (thus gp’s) and estimating-and-selecting the components of β.
Algorithm 1
1. Initiate β0 with some arbitrary values, such as β0 = (1/
√
K, · · · , 1/
√
K), which
basically means β0 = 1 but normalized to ||β0|| = 1.
2. Update γ̂. Given β = β−, the previously estimated β, single index µ− = Xβ−





−)zp + ε (3.1.2)
a varying coefficient model and can be fitted by the gam() function in package
mgcv [26] using the by arguments in s() or te().
Through this step, the best gp’s that minimize (3.1.1) are found under a fixed
value of β = β−. As a by-product, the corresponding derivative estimate of g′p
can also be obtained. The estimates of gp and g
′









g−p (Xβ) + ε (3.1.3)
which is a nonlinear function of β. In order to minimize (3.1.1) with respect






























Let the basis expansion of g−p (µ




















The original model with the Taylor expansion can be re-written as
y − BZ + B′Zµ0 = B′ZXβ + ε (3.1.5)
Therefore, model (3.1.5) is a linear approximation of model (3.1.3), linear with
respect to β, with a modified response y−BZ+B′Zµ0 and model matrix B′ZX.
With the modified response and model matrix, we can minimize the penalized
least square (3.1.1) and perform variable selection with LASSO using the existing
R software: the glmnet() function in package glmnet [21].
In this step, we approximate (3.1.1) with fixed G, and find the best β that
minimizes it. After obtaining the updated β, denoted as β+, it is standardized
so that ||β|| = 1, and the first element is made to be positive to avoid the
identifibility problem.
4. Iterate. Set β− = β+, we iterate step 2 and 3, until it converges or reaches the
maximum iteration number.
3.2 Positive constrain on the coefficients
In some real-life problems, strictly positive coefficients gi(Xβ) on the zi variables in
model (1.0.3) may make more practical sense. Thus exponential functions are introduced




exp[gi(Xβ)]zi + ε (3.2.1)
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Compare to the previous algorithm, the major complication is that, even if β is given
and Xβ is fixed, the above can not be turned into a simple varying coefficient model that
can be solved by gam anymore. One solution is to approximate exp(g) by its first order
Taylor expansion at g0 using Frechet derivative
exp(g) ≈ exp(g0) + exp(g0)(g − g0) (3.2.2)









exp[g0i (Xβ)] + exp[g
0
i (Xβ)]× [gi(Xβ)− g0i (Xβ)]
)
zi + ε (3.2.3)
where gi’s are turned into the coefficient functions of a new simple varying coefficient
model, and can be estimated by gam again. The new algorithm becomes
Algorithm 2





k, · · · , 1/
√
k) where k is
the dimension of X;
Initiate g0i (x) = x which means g
0
i (Xβ) = Xβ.
2. Update γ̂, which is equivalent to updating ĝi’s. Given β
0 and g0i (or previous
estimates of both), let µ0 = Xβ0. Re-writing (3.2.3), we can obtain a varying








































will be the new zi.
At the 1’st iteration, since g0i (µ







































0) + ε (3.2.5)
For iterations 2 and above, for each observation define
















A clean varying coefficient model can be put as
Y − EZT = (MZT )G(µ0)
with Y −EZT as the new Y , (MZT ) as the new Z, and G = (g1(x), · · · , g4(x))
as the column vector of functions to be estimated. This model can still be
fitted using gam in package mgcv, and all the new vectors of coefficients estimate
γ̂1 = (γ̂11 , · · · , γ̂14) for spline estimates of ĝ1i ’s can be extracted.
3. Update β̂. Given γ̂1 (that is ĝ1i ) or the previous estimates, we again linearize
exp[gi(Xβ)] at β = β
0 (or previous estiamtes) by ordinary first-order Taylor






























































zi ×B′1γ̂1i (Xβ0)×Xβ + ε
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To turn the above summation into convenient matrix computation in R, for each
observation, again let

























A clean representation of a new linear model w.r.t coefficient β can be obtained
as
Y − CZT = (DZT ∗X)β (3.2.8)
where ∗ means row-wise multiplication. The resulting model in (3.2.8) is again
a linear model w.r.t. β, and we can fit it and do variable selection with LASSO
regression by the glmnet function in package glmnet.
Previously in Algorithm 1, predict(gam object,type="lpmatrix") is used to
produce the basis matrices times respective zi’s, due to the convenient structure
of the linearized model. Now zi is not always present, and
Predict.matrix(smooth_object, gam$model) is used to produce the basis ma-
trices without zi’s.
4. With the newly estiamted β̂, step 2 and 3 are iterated until it converges or
reaches the maximum iteration number.
3.3 Mixture of unconstrained and constrained Coefficients
Sometimes the positive constrains are only applicable to some of the gi(x) coefficients.
Thus a mixed procedure is also developed by combining the two algorithms discussed
before.
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In the procedure, the coefficient functions are put into two groups—unconstrained
(group I) and constrained (group J). Different model matrices are first generated sepa-
rately using their respective mechanisms, then combined afterwards in order to produce
a unified solution in each step.
Algorithm 3




k, · · · , 1/
√
k) where k is the dimension of X;
Initiate g0i (x) = 1 which means g
0
i (Xβ) = 1 always.
2. Update all γ̂ (ĝi’s). Given β
0 and g0i (or previous estimates of both), let µ
0 =




































with I as the indicator or total number of unconstrained coefficients and J of
the constrained. Using the notation defined before,
















A clean representation of the model can be written as
Y − EJZtJ = ZTI GI(µ0) + (MJZTJ )GJ(µ0) + ε (3.3.3)
At the 1’st iteration, since g0i (µ
0) = 1, by combining (3.1.2) and (3.2.5) we have













The resulting models are fitted by gam in package mgcv.
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3. Update β̂. Given γ̂1 (ĝ1i ’s) or the previous estimates, we linearize unconstrained
and constrained coefficients with respect to β at β = β0, using respective schemes


































































CZT + (DZT ∗X)β + ε
If we let
BI = (b1, · · · , bI)
bi = Bi(µ
0)γ̂i

























Re-write the above, we have
Y − BIZI + B′IZIµ0 − CJZTJ = (B′IZI +DJZTJ )Xβ + ε (3.3.4)
where ∗ means row-wise multiplication. The resulting model in (3.3.4) is again
a linear model w.r.t. β, and fitting and selection can be done by LASSO using
the glmnet function in package glmnet.
Previously in Algorithm 1, predict(gam object,type="lpmatrix") is used to
produce the basis matrices times respective zi’s, due to the convenient structure
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of the linearized model. Now zi is not always present, and
Predict.matrix(smooth object, gam$model) is used to produce the basis ma-
trices without zi’s.
4. With the newly estiamted β̂, we iterate step 2 and 3, until it converges or reaches
the maximum iteration number.
3.4 Binary response variables




gp(Xβ) · zp = GT (Xβ)Z (3.4.1)
where p = P (y = 1). Because both the mgcv and the glmnet package can handle the
binary case, the original algorithm can be readily adopted to the new situation.
Take Algorithm 1 as an example. For 3.1.3 at step 2, it can be fit by gam with the
family=binomial argument. Given the fitted varying coefficient model, the linearization
with respect to β is exactly the same. For 3.1.5 at step 3, however, it turns to
logit(p) = B′ZXβ + BZ − B′Zµ0 (3.4.2)
This is also a linear model with respect to β which can be fit by glmnet with the
family=binomial argument, but with the constant BZ − B′Zµ0 part as an “offset” of
the linear model which can also be specified in the fitting.
3.5 R package
The S3 style R package sivcm is designed to streamline the development and the
testings of our algorithm in solving the model.
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It has model objects like vc.model and sv.model which store the information of
different statistical models. The same kind of model with different parameter settings
can be created by their respective functions supplied with different argument. Plotting
methods are designed to reveal the theoretical aspects of these models using plots.
sv_0 <- sv.model() #The default SIVCM model used in simulation
#A different model with 3 zi’s:
sv_3g1 <- sv.model(Sigmaz=diag(rep(4,3)),
func.list=list(g1 = function(x) 2*cos(pi*x),
g2 = function(x) 1+4*x^2,
g3 =function(x) 1-4*x^2))
plot(sv_3g1) #It basically draws the 3 coefficient functions
A new generic function simulate() and its associated methods perform monte-carlo
simulation given any model object above, and returns a data set with model information
attached. A single call of this generic function can produce a single dataset or multiple
datasets.
#simulate 100 obs from sv_3g1
sv3g1_sim <- simulate(sv_3g1, nsim=100)
plot(sv3g1_sim) #pairwise plot of the simulated data
#simulate 100 obs from sv_0, and do it 10 times
sv0_sim <- simulate(sv_0,nsim=100,times=10)
Different fitting functions, such as svfit(), fit the datasets. Just as what lm() does
in linear regression, the returned fitting result can be printed, summarized and plotted
using common generic functions.
#Fit the simulated data with svfit() function. Since the data come
#with model information, no model specification is needed here.
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fit_sv3g1_sim <- svfit(sv3g1_sim)
#Produce the convergence, gi estimations and preditions
plot(fit_sv3g1_sim)
To assess the performance of any algorithms, multiple data simulation and fitting are
usually required. Another type of functions, such as pb.svfit(), can wrap the simulation
and fitting together for multiple rounds, and summarize the overall result of all fittings
together with tables and plots.
#Summerize 10 fittings for sv0_sim
pb_fit <- pb.svfit(sv0_sim)
plot(pb_fit)
More examples and details about the functions and the package can be found in the doc-
umentation of the package. The general strategy used here is applicable to any statistical
modeling process.
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C H A P T E R 4
SIMULATION STUDIES
To assess the performance of all the algorithms under idea situations, single and
multiple simulations are carried and the results are summarized in this chapter.
4.1 SIVCM with Gaussian response
To start the simulation, the following model with two unknown coefficient functions
is generated
Y = gT (µ)Z + ε = g1(µ)z1 + g2(µ)z2 + ε
= [2 cos(πµ)]z1 + (1 + 4µ
2)z2 + ε (4.1.1)
with
µ = Xβ as the single index
X = (x1 · · · , x10), xi ∼ Unif(−0.5, 0.5)
β = (β1, · · · , β10)T = (1/3, 2/3, 3/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)










ε ∼ N(0, 0.52)
Sample size n = 100 are used. Figure (1) shows the characteristics of one simulated
dataset. The panels of gi V.S. single index (sindex) reveal the shapes of the two functions.
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Given the simulated data, we implemented the algorithm in R and tested it to see
if it can recover the functional shape of (g1, g2), select the right components of β, and
produce appropriate β̂. The results are shown in Figure (2, 3, 4). The algorithm works
as expected based on the results.
Specifically, it converges very fast, typically around 10 iterations, and the right set
of independent variables is selected, that is the first three. The true values of β and the
two coefficient functions are also recovered in good approximation.
The following is the β̂ of the last iteration. It is very close to the true value (1/3, 2/3, 2/3).
Naive pointwise confidence intervals can also be produced for ĝis despite of the possible
underestimation.
> vf_1$betas[100,]
[1] 0.3422384 0.6420198 0.6860637 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000
500 simulations with n = 200 are further carried, and all the β̂ and ĝi’s are pooled to
see if the algorithm performs well in general. The following criteria are used
AIP (Absolute Inner Product) of β̂ = |βT β̂|
GMSE (Generalized Mean Squre Error) of β̂x = (β̂ − β)TE(XXT )(β̂ − β)






where k = 1, · · · , n are the designated grid points. Here n = 101 grid points evenly
located in range [−0.5, 0.5] are used.
Notice that given restriction |β| = 1, AIP shows the angle between estimated vector
β̂ and true β, and the closer to 1, the better. GMSE shows the expected squared distance
between the true and estimated single indexes, and MADE shows the absolute distance
in estimating functions.
Figure (5, 6) and Table (3) summaries all the above criteria along with others.In
Table (3), Perc.T is the percentage of cases that the true model is recovered; Aver.R is
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Figure 1. Characteristics of the simulated data
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Figure 2. Convergence of vector β with Gaussian response
The y axis is the estimated values of all the elements in vector β, and the x axis is the number of
iteration.











Figure 3. Convergence of γ′s with Gaussian response
The y axis is the estimated values of all the elements in vector γ.
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Figure 4. Estimation of the two coefficient functions with B-splines
The y axis is the evaluations of the coefficient funciton, and the x axis is the values of
the single index in 100 grid points.
Table 3. Statistics of the 500 simulations with Gaussian response
Perc.T Aver.R Aver.I Medi.GMSE Medi.AIP Medi.MADE
87.4% 2.98 6.84 0.00015 0.99912 0.03884
the average number of relevant variables correctly identified, compared to oracle value
3; Aver.I is the average number of irrelevant variables correctly identified, compared to
oracle value of 7. Compare to results in Feng and Xue (2013), our algorithm performs
similarly well.
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Figure 6. The empirical functional estimates with Gaussian response
Black solid line: true function; red solid line: average (left panels) or median (right panels) of the
functional estimate; red dash: average±1.96×sd (left panels) or 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles (right
panels). x represents the single index.
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4.2 Positive constrains on the coefficient functions
In this case, the same model as in (4.1.1) was used, except that two exponential
functions are added to the coefficient functions













z1 + exp(1 + 4µ
2)z2 + ε (4.2.1)
The objective is the same, that is to recover both β and the functional form of the g1
and g2.
Figure (7, 8, 9, 10) show the performance of the algorithm on a single simulation. It
can be concluded that the algorithm also performs very well.
Again, 500 simulations with n = 200 are further carried and the results are summa-
rized in Figure 11, 12 and Table 4. Compare to the previous case without the constrains,
the algorithm performs a little bit worse, which is expected given the extra level of com-
plexity brought by the two exponential functions.













Figure 7. Convergence of vector β with positive constrain on coefficients
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Figure 8. Convergence of all γ’s with positive constrain on coefficients


































Figure 9. Functional estimates with positive constrain on coefficients
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Figure 10. Comparison of the estimated and the true functions with con-
strain
The functions are plotted over 100 equally-spaced grid values of the single index.
Table 4. Statistics of the 500 simulations with positive constrain
Type Perc.T Aver.R Aver.I Medi.GMSE Medi.AIP Medi.MADE
Normal 87.4% 2.98 6.84 0.00015 0.99912 0.03884
Constrain 74.0% 2.65 6.77 0.00028 0.99831 0.02493
Perc.T is the percentage of cases that the true model is recovered; Aver.R is the average number
of relevant variables correctly identified, compared to oracle value 3; Aver.I is the average number
of irrelevant variables correctly identified, compared to oracle value of 7.
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Figure 11. The statistics of the performance of 500 simulations
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Figure 12. The empirical functional estimates with positive constrains on
coefficients
Black solid line: true function; red solid line: average (left panels) or median (right panels) of the
functional estimate; red dash: average±1.96×sd (left panels) or 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles (right
panels). x represents the single index.
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4.3 SIVCM with Binary response
When the response is binary, the information contained in the response variable is
much less than the continuous case. In addition, when the probabilities of the response
are close to 0 or 1, the logistic transformation of such probabilities may introduce further
uncertainty into fitting the model.
Thus the simulation model used before is changed to make it a little simpler.
logit(p) = gT (µ)Z + ε = g1(µ)z1 + g2(µ)z2
= cos(πµ)z1 + 2µz2 (4.3.1)
with
y ∼ Bernoulli(p)
µ = Xβ as the single index
X = (x1 · · · , x10), xi ∼ Unif(−0.5, 0.5)
β = (β1, · · · , β10)T = (1/3, 2/3, 3/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)










ε ∼ N(0, 0.52)
The biggest changes are g2(x) = 2x, a linear function rather than curved, and that the
covariance between z1 and z2 is 0. The values of the linear link function are tailored so
that they are not too big nor too small, but roughly around (−3, 3).
A single simulated dataset is produced and fitted by the algorithm, and the result are
presented in Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 and 17. In sum, the algorithm performs reasonably
well, but more unstable compared with previous situations.
500 simulations with n = 1000 are produced and fitted, and the results are summa-
rized in Figure 18, 19 and Table 5.
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Figure 13. Convergence of vector β with binary response


















Figure 14. Convergence of all γ’s with binary response
Table 5. Statistics of the 500 simulations with binary response
Perc.T Aver.R Aver.I Medi.GMSE Medi.AIP Medi.MADE








































Figure 15. The functional estimates generated by gam with binary response
The y axis represents s(x), the value of the coefficient function, and x axis represent x, or µ,
which is the single index.






















Figure 16. Comparison of the estimated and the true functions with bi-
nary response
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Figure 17. Comparison of the true link logit(p) with the predicted link
logit(p̂).






























Figure 18. β̂ and the three criteria of 500 simulations
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Figure 19. The empirical functional estimates with binary response
Black solid line: true function; red solid line: average (left panels) or median (right panels) of the
functional estimate; red dash: average±1.96×sd (left panels) or 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles (right
panels). x axis represents the single index.
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4.4 Using spline basis to approximate functional forms in Z
There are cases that the Z variables can be treated as a vector of the transformations
of a single variable, such as the following case
logit(p) = g1(Xβ) + g2(Xβ)z + g3(Xβ)z
2 (4.4.1)
where Z = (1, z, z2) is a vector related to z. The actual functional forms of the coefficient
functions (g1, g2, g3) are of less interests, neither do the actual components in vector Z,
but the significant players in vector X are.
The following simulation has been used to study if the algorithms developed above
can be used to solve the this problem
logit(p) = g1(Xβ) + g2(Xβ)z + g3(Xβ)z
2
= 1 + 2× cos(πµ) + (1 + 4µ2)z + (−2.5− 4µ2)z2 (4.4.2)
with
y ∼ Bernoulli(p)
µ = Xβ as the single index
X = (x1 · · · , x10), xi ∼ Unif(−0.5, 0.5)
β = (β1, · · · , β10)T = (1/3, 2/3, 3/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
z = N(0, 22)
ε ∼ N(0, 0.52)
Suppose that z is known, but the dimension and the components of vector Z =
(1, z, z2) is unknown, a spline basis (z1, z2, · · · , z5) constructed from z, that is a natural
spline basis with 2 equal-distance interior knots, is used as a replacement of the unknown
Z, and is subsequently fitted by the same algorithm. Figure 20 is a summarization of
100 simulations with n = 5000. We can see that the β is recovered very faithfully, plus
95% of time the correct subset of X is detected. This result is pretty satisfying.
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Spline basis with more than 2 inter knots can also be used. Its ability of detecting
the right subset of X remains, as long as the number of knots is not too big, such as
over 10 knots for this simulation. In usual applications, 3–5 knots would considered to
be a reasonable number. In general, this could be a research topic that can be further
addressed.






























Figure 20. β̂ and the three criteria of 100 simulations
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C H A P T E R 5
REAL DATA APPLICATIONS
5.1 Predict dissolved organic carbon in US watershed
As mentioned in the introduction, our work is motivated by the effort in modeling
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in Geosciences [36], and our particular interest lies in
understanding how different land covers in the watersheds contribute to their the DOC
output to lakes and streams, and how such contributions varies with the changes of other
environmental variables, as shown in Figure 21.
The dataset was collected from 12 different locations monthly from March 2006 to
December 2009. The watersheds landcover ratios such as that of forest and urban, and
other geographic information are collected. Table (6) describes the variables.
Since variable NDVI has a lot of missing values, we omitted it in final analysis in
order to reach a reasonably big sample size. Three observations with off-the-chart DOC
readings are also excluded. The final dataset has 243 complete observations. Figure (22)
shows the pairwise scatter plot, and the first 3 observations are printed as followed.
loc time DOC flow NPP l1_npp l2_npp
1 p10 6-Jul 2.657759 0.33770 0.46317325 0.27546700 0.26144925
2 p10 6-Mar 2.428845 0.14480 0.04708225 0.01833588 0.02015713
3 p10 7-Sep 2.469170 0.02932 0.31524075 0.34096761 0.35358100







Figure 21. The watershed and the contribution to DOC from different
landcover types
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Table 6. Description of the variables in the DOC project
Variable Description
time The month of data collection. 6-Aug: August
2006
loc The 12 locations where data are collected.
DOC Monthly DOC concentration.
flow Monthly water flow.
NPP Monlthly net primary production index col-
lected by satellite remote sensing.
L1 npp NPP of the previous month.
L2 npp NPP two month ago.
area The area of the watersheds in km2.
av flow The average monthly flow defined by flow/area.
NDVI Normalized difference vegetation index
temp Monthly temperature.
urban The ratio of landcover type as urban.
forest The ratio of landcover type as forest.
wetland The ratio of landcover type as wetland.
others The ratio of landcover type as none of the men-
tioned.
1 0.4012 0.5534 0.0408 8.514 0.0046 0.03966408 23.6
2 0.4012 0.5534 0.0408 8.514 0.0046 0.01700728 2.4
3 0.4012 0.5534 0.0408 8.514 0.0046 0.00344374 19.0
Based on our study interest, we want to treat the ratios of different land-cover types
as the Z variables while all others as the X set. Thus the following model is fitted
yi = g1(Xβ)urbani + g2(Xβ)foresti + g3(Xβ)wetlandi + g4(Xβ)othersi + εi
with X = {flow, av flow, NPP, l1 npp, l2 npp, area, temp}.
From Figure (23), we can conclude that the algorithm converged very well, with only
one variable, that is temperature, selected. This may seem odd to geologists at first
glance, since at least NPP is supposed to play a significant role here. But as we all
know, the degree of temperature at the −10 ◦C to 30 ◦C range is directly proportional to
activity of biological organisms and the solubility of matters in water. After controlling
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Figure 22. Pairwise scatter-plot of the dataset being analyzed
Upper right panels: blue represents negative correlation, red positive. Lower left panels: correla-
tion coefficients.
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the presence of landcover types, it is highly plausible that temperature alone is relatively
good enough to explain DOC variation compared to others.
For functional estimates gi’s in Figure (24), we observe that they are pretty much
linear for urban and others, but curved for forest and very wiggly for wetland. gi estimates
for forest and wetland appear to be always positive, but urban and other landcovers might
have a mixed effects on DOC level, which agrees with the facts in geological science. If we
want, we can further extract the point confidence intervals for the functional estimates
in the last iteration given β fixed.
The true DOC is also plotted against predicted DOC values, with correlation coeffi-
cient 0.55 and R square 0.30, both are significantly greater compared to 0.33 and 0.11 in
simple linear regression with upto two-way interactions. This is also as expected, since
SIVCM is a much more flexible model.














































LandCover Forest Others Urban Wetland
Figure 24. Estimated coefficient functions as temperature changes
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5.2 Estimate TV rating by STB data
TV rating is the economic base of the television industry. However, measuring TV
rating accurately in a mass level is very hard, at every stage. One definition of TV rating
is provided as followed
Definition 5.1. TV Rating by Minute: the relative frequency of TV watching for a
single minutes in daily time line.
Rt =
Number of minutes of TV watching for all TV sets
Total number of TV sets
(5.2.1)
The industry standard is carried through Nielsen’s national and local people meter
(NPM) system. The people meter is a digital box to put on top of a TV plus several
remote controls. They are deployed to the “panel families” selected by complex sampling
schemes. Any members with age above two in the families are supposed to have one
remote control, and they are supposed to push the designated buttons or a combination
of buttons now and then during TV-watching to show that they are actively watching.
The button-pushing activity is enforced by on-going warning flashes on the box if no
activity is detected for a period of time. Combined with other other data resources, the
data from the set-top-box can produce detailed information about when, what and how
a TV program is watched. Demographic information like age, income, education, race,
number ob children, etc. is also recorded for marketing purposes. This system has been
used for about 30 years.
Despite its popularity and wide usage, there are three well recognized problems as-
sociated with it. Firstly, sampling ratio is too low to be representative. Now it is less
about 2/10000 U.S. household. It’s much less back then. Secondly, very high sample
turn over rate, which means many family drop out of the sample quickly, although they
are supposed to stay in the panel for 2 years. Thus how to maintain the panel with same
statistical characteristics becomes very tricky. Thirdly, the quality of the collected data is
bad, and the process of bad-data-editing is very subjective. The low quality mainly comes
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from the mis-handling of the people meters. Although field agents are hired to train the
households, sometimes consistent directions are not given. Even if there is no problem in
training, people don’t necessary follow all the directions exactly in daily operations, not
to mention kids are also involved.
The emerging of the broadly available return path data (RPD) from digital set-top-
boxes (STB) installed by cable companies was considered a big opportunity to improve
the original rating system, or even a potential way to bypass it.
The STB data only record tuning activities–the exact time when people are switching
channels, but between two channel-switchings, it’s unknown that if the TV is on or not,
or if a person is actively watching even if the TV is on. This is much less accurate than
the people meter where one need to show that he/she is actively watching TV by pushing
buttons. The advantage, however, is that it covers about 2/3 of U.S. households that have
cable subscriptions, compared to 2/10000 households that have people meters installed.
The relationship between the true TV watching/tuning sessions, the STB tuning
(channel switching) sessions and sessions from a simple “post” model is illustrated in
Figure 25. The post model sessions are trying to mimic/estimate the true TV watching
sessions in a simple way. Aggregate these “fake” sessions in the same way can produce
an estimate of the true rating that is calculated form the true TV watching.
The data at our disposal is the detailed NPM data, where people need to push buttons
to show that they are actively watching TV. All the relevant information are recorded,
such as when they are actively watching, at which time point they switch channel, which
channel they were and to which they are switching. Detailed program-related information
is also known, such as the name, the type of the program (music, sports, movie etc.), and
the network each channel belongs (such as ABC, NBC, etc.). Beside, many other new
variables can be derived, such as if this switching happens during the TV-watching prime
time or not. Demographic information is also available and potentially useful, since they
























Figure 25. The correspondence among real session, STB session and post-
model session
The session data and the Conversion from TV Tuning Sessions to STB Tuning and to Post-model
Sessions, of 6 households in 10 minutes intervals. Boxes represent tuning sessions in the minute
scale; stars represent the recorded set-top-box data, which is basically the timing of channel-
switching in the set-top-box (whether TV is on is unknown); black and red boxes represent two
different TV stations; and the post model is generated using 3-minute cap (in reality its 60 min
or can be subjected to change).
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A lot of exploratory data analyses have been carried to study the TV rating by
different characteristics in the STB channel switching data, and the most significant result
is presented in Figure 26, where the sessions of the same length are grouped together and
the rating of every minute within each session is calculated. They all follow a similar
trend.
Figure 26. Purity (rating) of STB Sessions of the same length from 60-300
min in 3D
The vertical z axis is the purity; x axis, the quantile (1–100) at the left panel, or the order of the
minutes within the session at the right panel; y axis, the length of the sessions. Notice that the
two panels are equivalent, as the left is a stretched version of the right, and the right has the one
axis in a minute scale rather than a standardized “quantile scale”.
These trends does make sense in practice, because the STB data are recording the
channel switching activity, it is a process of “people being in front of the TV” to “starting
to leave gradually” to “coming back to TV to watch again and switch the channel”,
between two channel switchings. This leaving-and-coming-back process in each STB
session can be considered as two independent “survival” functions or two survival process.
However, if a function is used to model the probability of TV-viewing right after
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one switching, it should start from 1 because people would be always watching, keep
decreasing to a point, and start to increase back to 1 in the end of the session because
people are coming back to switch the channel again.
Thus an adjusted double Weibull function is constructed and used to fit all the ratings
for STB sessions of the same length
S(t) = e[−λ1(t−1)












with the newly added parts a linear function to make S(t = 1) = 1 and S(t = L+ 1) = 1.
An example of the two double Weibull functions and the fitting with the adjusted one
are shown in Figure 5.2. The fitting done by non-linear least square regression performs
very well.
To make the model even simpler, the possibility of summary many double Weibull
functions into a 3D surface is also tried. The same double Weibull fitting was carried for
all STB length ranging from 30–600 minutes, and the four parameters in each fitting are
plotted in Figure 28. An approximate linear trend of each parameter can be observed
with respect to the STB length. In producing the four regression lines, weighted linear
regression is used, because there are more sessions in shorter STB lengths and more
weights should be given. Sessions of length 1–30 minutes are excluded due to their
extremely high TV rating and their unusual behavior in non-linear fitting.
Thus all these four parameters can be further summarized into four linear functions
by STB length, and a double Weibull surface can be created as





















with fλ1(L), fγ1(L), fλ2(L), fγ2(L) as functions with respect to STB length. If linear
functionality is assumed, they can be estimated by linear regressions as done in Figure








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 27. Double Weibull functions and the fitting
Top panel: two double-Weibull functions with same parameters at length=300 minutes. Bottom






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 28. The four parameters in double Weibull functions of STB length
from 30–600 min
In the legend, a1 represents λ1, b1=γ1, a2=λ2 and b2=γ2.
This surface with linear fλ1(L), fγ1(L), fλ2(L), fγ2(L) is plotted against the original
3D surface as in Figure 29. Notice that its pattern of either red or lightblue reveals the
tendency of overestimation and underestimation of the surface. It can be concluded that
the surface fit the original data well, although there are extra variations which the surface
can’t explain. If smooth spline are used, the surface will be more adaptive and fitting
will be better.
The new double Weibull surface basically provides a model to estimate the rating
for every minutes, and it only needs the STB session length and order of the minutes
in its session. For the NPM data, both the true TV watching and the STB information
(channel switching) are known. Thus the rating estimated by the STB information can
be compared with the true rating calculated form the true TV watching.
The performance of the double Weibull model in estimating the true TV rating is
summarized in Figure 30. Because different NPM datasets were used in different studies,
the results are separated into two panels, or they should better be compared in a single
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Figure 29. The fitted double Weibull surface V.S. empirical purity
Only sessions with length of 1–500 minutes are studied. The surface is in red and real purity is
in lightblue. The bottom contains two different viewing perspectives.
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plot. Still, we can conclude that the Pullox system does a little bit better than the
simple 60 minute cut-off model, but is still hugely underestimating the true TV rating.
The double Weibull model, however, performs extremely well, except on 02/05/2012 when
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Figure 30. Performance of the double Weibull model in estimating TV
rating
Top panel: the estimated TV rating by Nielsen Pullox model and the simple 60-min-cut-off model.
Bottom panel: the estimated TV rating by the double Weibull surface compared with the true
rating.
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Despite of its exceptional performance, there are some obvious improvements that can
be done. The model only uses two pieces of information as input–the length of the STB
session and the order of the minutes within the session. Although the two are arguably
the most important factors related to TV rating, there are many other factors that are
known to be important too, such as if the session is a prime time session, if the program
watched is a movie or a big sport event or something else, and so on. Some demographic
variables could also be known, such as gender, number of children in the household, DVR
ownership.
In principle, the double Weibull function is modeling the probability of any minutes
being on or off, which can also be modeled as a logistic regression. In the previous plots,
we observe that the coefficients of the double Weibull function changes as the length
change. This can be viewed as a varying coefficient model. We can linearize the logit of









where gk(.)’s are coefficients functions with respect to L and fk(.) are functions with
respect to t. Thus, other potential informative variables can be added into the coeffi-
cient functions as gk(Xβ), and the selection can be carried through SIVCM with binary
response.
However, linearizing the logit of the double Weibull function is hard, and even if its
correctly done, the approximation causes huge instability in the algorithm (result not
shown). An alternative way is to apply the techniques discussed in Section 4.4. Because
essentially selecting the right subset of X variables is all we want, and we don’t care the
exact expressions of gk’s as long as they are some smooth function. We don’t care the
exact expression of fk(t) either, since we can always use spline basis to approximate these
functions.
If we put all the variables into Xβ, another challenge is that almost all of the other
variables are categorical variables, such as gender and DVR ownership. Incorporating
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these categorical variables into the single index Xβ in the usual way can cause identifi-
bility problems. The reason is that for these variables, the corresponding βk just adds
a constant into the single index when the category changes. Different combinations of
βk and gp(.)’s can produce identical coefficient values in gp(Xβ), due to the reason that
gp(.) is so flexible that they can adapt to different βk values.
Since we already have a continuous variable L in the index, suppose the next variable
to be added into the single index is gender G. Instead of creating an index as
β1L+ β2G
where β2 is not identifiable, we may want to use an iteration term of G× L
β1L+ β2GL
In this case, β2 is fully estimable. To explain the effect of G, it can be argued that G
changes the effect of L, that is from β1L when G = 0 to (β1 + β2)L when G = 1.





with Z = (z1, · · · , z5) as the natural cubic spline basis expansion with respect to the
order of minutes in each STB session t. The variable used to construct the single index
are: STB length, Head of household age, Basic cable flag, DVR ownership flag, Head of
household age, Head of household gender, Internet access flag. Among them, only STB
length and head of household age are continuous variables. The final index variables













After fitting by the algorithm, the convergence of β’s are reasonably stable. The





All of which are very reasonable, because it is observed that gender, DVR ownership
and internet accessibility affects people’s TV viewing activity.
However, the convergence of the coefficient functions are not very well. This might
indicate that the model might not be a very good fit to the original data, even though
the selection in the index turns out to be plausible. Given the complexity of the data as
well as the model, this result is not totally unexpected.
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Figure 31. Convergence of the algorithm on real data.
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